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About This Game

Stranded In Time takes you on a fun and exciting adventure to explore a mystery out of this world!

What seems to be a little weekend adventure with your old eccentric uncle turns into a fantastic journey through space and time.

Play as Olivia - a young woman from a big city - who joins her uncle Peter and writer Nick exploring an old abandoned church
in the woods that hides a secret beyond any wild dream! And only you can find the key to an enigma that is older than history

itself!

Classic adventure game

Exciting sci-fi story
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Fun gameplay for all ages

Tricky puzzles and interactions

Cute graphics

Stranded In Time takes you back to the good old days of graphic point-and-click adventure games, where the game’s story
takes the driver’s seat. Delivered in a vibrant atmosphere of a graphic novel, this game offers you a relaxed experience and a
fascinating sci-fi story that you can pick through at a pace you personally choose. Solve puzzles, explore locations, hunt for

various items and see how Olivia gets to the bottom of an unexpected mystery. It’s simple, fun and very entertaining!

So don’t hesitate and jump on an adventure of a lifetime with Stranded In Time!
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When i saw the words 'hidden-object' i thought def. not for me ,but actually the game is ok ,a nice casual point n click.. Short
but quite fun. All the puzzels are extremely easy and there's a cool alien. Def worth 0.87.. Typical HOG game but still it is fun
& enjoyable

7\/10. Pros:
- Hidden items scattered all over the place. Challenging! Need to go back and forth from 1 location to another LOL
- Lots of puzzles
- Funny story and gameplay

Cons:
- Too short gameplay :( finished it in less than 2hrs
- Need more clue and help info for the puzzles, and there shouldn't be that easy to use skip button so it'd be more challenging >:)
*skipping doesn't cost anything*

Overall, a good simple yet challenging game to kill time.. Short but quite fun. All the puzzels are extremely easy and there's a
cool alien. Def worth 0.87.. https://youtu.be/QbOL8IKdtPE

Pacing and spacing is an important element to all games, the player's time is valuable and focus is fleeting. A point and click
adventure game, that had for it's third puzzle, the female protagonist pack lunch for the men before they could go to a ancient
dig site, really needed anouther editing pass.

The story is very slow, with a fair number of grammatical issue, is a slog while the puzzles vary from collecting various items to
solving checkers to keep dad from being bored.. Hello; I really enjoyed this puzzle game. The story was great even though it was
short very enjoyable from start to finished would reccommend this to those who enjoy puzzle games or short games to pass the
time. Could of been longer and have more puzzles and should make a 2nd episode to this game.
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Take the fantastical but unsubtle storylines of a typical hidden-object game, but remove all the hidden-object segments. Use
strictly tired, unoriginal puzzes (and not very many of them). Use cartoonish graphics, and have a few translation/localization
issues. Put the primary emphasis on the running about of plot coupons from place to place, and, finally, keep it very, VERY
short. You'll have Stranded in Time."

I've played worse games than this; it's not an outright stinker. Nevertheless, Stranded in Time is subpar for the hidden-object
genre, which is the closest standard of comparison available, despite the lack of actual hidden-object scenes here. While the
asking price is fair, at least, Steam routinely offers better games than this for as little or less. Overall, this one's just not a
particularly good choice.. Typical HOG game but still it is fun & enjoyable

7/10. Good game for this price. It took me about 2h to walk it through.. The game is just "okay". The dialogue is awkward, and
the storyline seems like a large percentage of it is ripped off from The Dig, Futerama, and various other popular references.
Some of the pointing "puzzles" are obtuse, but most make sense, although none are particularly clever. It's a short quick game,
it's alright for a few hours of some point and click fulfilment.. It's ok i guess. The game was enjoyable with simple puzzles.
Nothing was frustrating and the game took a little under 2 hours to beat playing very casually. The only problems I found with
the game was the dialog progresses on its own if you take more than a few seconds to click the next button, and there was a
glaring typo in the dialog near the end.

I think it was worth the asking price .. I got this game on sale for under a dollar and for that price it was worth it. Simple but
appealing artwork, cute characters and a surprising, bittersweet ending that hints at a sequel (which I would be interested in
playing if it ever gets made).

Release a new game!:

This old school and hardcore. Everything is very serious, test your strength in an unequal struggle with the criminal Syndicate!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1081190/Ninja_Roquinexu/

. Spring sale:
Enjoy your spring adventure with Stranded in Time! Only half the price for a limited time!
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